Key highlights from the past 9 years:

- **340** young women tech entrepreneurs
- Established a network of support with **243 mentors** to date
- **85% of participating girls** become more confident & knowledgeable about solving real-world problems*
- Helping **95% of girls** gain collaboration skills*
- Helping **89% of girls** gain confidence in persisting through challenges*

*Participant numbers based on students and mentors on formed teams. Impact data taken from 2020 surveys.
“I learnt so many things. Nothing is impossible, when you want to do your task. Technovation gave me this chance.”

-Eesha, 2021 participant

“It was nerve-racking at first as this was my first time participating in a world-wide competition, but the whole journey was fun and enhanced my knowledge in various technological aspects which goes the same for my fellow teammates.”

-Kavya, 2021 participant